Ajuntament de
Queralbs
CONTROLLED CAMPING AREA

Wild camping is forbidden in all the Queralbs municipal area.
By decree of the Mayor's Office of April 12rd of 2021, the Council of Queralbs has authorized
for year 2021 to Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de Catalunya to use, manage and exploit the
camping area located in Vall de Nuria in order to provide services to the mountaineers and
thus facilitate their activity. In no case can be considered a campsite according with decree
75/2020, the August the 4rth20, so we are talking about an outdoor space that does not have
areas covered in the in case of adverse weather conditions, it is not permitted to spend the
night or eat outside the camping area.
Based on this, the main rules to apply will be the following:
1.

Tents must be pitched solely within the perimeter especially assigned for this purpose, with
respect for the plots marked out and occupying solely the allocated space.

2.

Reservations were made through the website www.valldenuria.cat or at the Office of Vall de
Núria Customer According to current rates.

3.

Only igloo or ridge-type tents are authorised and therefore “chalet”-type or other large ("dining
room” type) tents or complements (chairs, transportable tables, etc.) are not allowed. Tents must
be pitched solely within the perimeter especially assigned for this purpose, with respect for the
plots marked out and occupying solely the allocated space.

4.

The maximum period of stay is for two consecutive nights.

5.

Plots must have been vacated by 14.00 on the day of departure. An additional day’s payment
must be made for departure after this time.

6.

Fires must not be lit either in the camping area or in all the municipal district.

7.

Users must refrain from making all kinds of unnecessary noise, especially from 22.00/23.00 to
07.00/08.00. Total silence must be upheld from 23.00 to 07.00.

8.

Ropes and tools that obstruct throughways or alter the area’s appearance must not be installed.
Likewise, channels must not be made around the tents and stones or materials in the area must
not be moved.

9.

Rubbish must be deposited in the specially allocated containers at the main access. The
cleanliness and orderliness of the surroundings must be strictly respected.

10. Users may have free use of the public service areas (showers, washbasins, WC and sinks)
beside the camping area (Cabana dels Pastors) provided they keep them clean. There is no hot
water available in the bathroom. Under no circumstances must rubbish or detergents be
disposed of in streams.
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11. Users must assume responsibility for their utensils and belongings.
12. In the event there is no space available, camping is not allowed. We recommend you to book on
our web site www.valldenuria.cat .For more information, please call us at number +34 972 73 20
20.
13. Mountaineers who camp must respect normal rules of coexistence and preserve and respect the
natural environment and all the elements thereof. If they are accompanied by pets, they must
ensure that these do not harass other users.
14. The manager of the camping area may require people who wish to use the area either to be in
possession of a federation license that authorises them to perform free-time or risk sports, or to
provide documentary evidence that they are members of a recognised or authorised and duly
registered club, association, group or organisation that provides individual or collective insurance
cover, contracted especially to this end to cover any incidence that may arise from performing
the above-mentioned activities.
15. When circumstances of time, space or place so require, the area manager may request users,
who do not have a federative camping license or who are not covered by the insurance policy for
free-time activities defined in the above clause, to leave the camping area.
16. Refusal to adhere to the conditions determined by the manager of the camping area or of his
employees with regard to proper use of the area, disobedience, confrontation or aggression,
including verbal, will give rise to the immediate eviction of the user from the camping area.
Officers from the competent authority will ensure the maintenance of order and coexistence
within the camping area and will make sure the regulations of use are met and respected.
17. The person entrusted with the controlled camping area has special authorisation and
competence, bestowed by the Council of Queralbs, to ensure these regulations are met.
18. Effective prices in this controlled camping area are those that appear on the price list, are valid
for the whole year and are attached to these regulations.
19. The Vall de Núria information office has complaint forms that are available to users.
20. Entrance to the controlled camping area signifies total acceptance of these regulations and thus
obligatory compliance with all the requirements hereof.

2021 PRICES
8,00 € Person/Night

